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Hack or Die! Cracked Version is a remake of our first game and
is based upon the original concept but with new elements and
features. The game is centered around a plane wing puzzle,
also known as a zip line. A set of puzzles which puts the player
in the hands of an octopus named Klaptrap. You must save him
from a situation where the circus that he's with is being
attacked by a band of deadly pirates. Can you save the circus
and save Klaptrap? Play Hack or Die! and discover how it all
began! Gameplay Features: You'll have to play as Klaptrap in
order to solve the puzzles that takes him throughout the story.
To do so you'll have to explore a massive environments and
use jumping, climbing and sliding with the zip line to reach the
other platform zones where you'll face more puzzles. We also
give you a hint system in order to boost your score and give
you new and interesting puzzles to solve. Features: - Story
based story with original concept - 12 levels for a long and
challenging story with several areas and traps - Several tricky
puzzles based in a 5,000 frames animation movie - Several
unique encounters to challenge your brain - Bonus levels for
completionists - Several levels set in new environments -
Plenty of secret areas and traps to discover - Save points you
can use to your advantage and help your progress - Original
soundtrack that perfectly fits into the theme of the game - No
in-game purchases, all the content is included in the game!
Game Modes: - Story Mode: This is the standard gameplay
mode where you'll play as Klaptrap and jump puzzles in order
to escape from danger. The game will proceed by opening
doors and activating switches in order to progress through. -
Game Over Mode: This is a mode where the game will run all
of the screens within the time limit that we've put, in this
mode you'll have to jump the puzzles as quickly as you can in
order to beat the time limit. - Time Attack Mode: You'll have to
solve the puzzles as quickly as you can. Can you beat the
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leaderboard? Screenshots: Steam Greenlight About This Game:
Hack or Die! is a remake of our first game and is based upon
the original concept but with new elements and features. The
game is centered around a plane wing puzzle, also known as a
zip line. A set of puzzles which puts the player in the hands of
an octopus named

Hack Or Die! Features Key:
Deep stealth gameplay that merges action & puzzles
Transitions between stealth and action & survive the Game Over
A narrative experience that offers an entire worldwide story to uncover
A Clandestine team leads the game that adapts to your specific playstyle

The game is a traditional stealth action game and is designed to be an engaging experience that people of
all ages could enjoy.

The campaign will introduce a series of exciting gameplay twists, puzzles and key decisions that change up
the game's story. If you have played stealth games before, these twists will be easy to pick up and might be
a fun diversion for players looking for new challenges.

If you are new to stealth action, you'll find a series of tricks and tricks that can help you get through the
game, and others that can help you start a story-driven investigation. You have no limits to how you can
achieve stealth.

Key Game Features:

Escalate stealth tactics/action gaming
Personalize gameplay
Friends, allies, or enemies behind closed doors
Strategic gameplay
Stealth & action puzzle game
Transitions between stealth and action & survive the game over
Search, Piece by Piece, unlock new areas
A narrative experience that offers an entire worldwide story to uncover
Period stealth, historical vignette, and narrative storytelling
Starts with a hand-picked team of Agency veterans
Game Engine scalable to high-end systems
Bugs & Fault? Please provide us with a feedback, we will fix it
H1Z1 on the rise, Ready to kill again!
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